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Abstract 
Software Engineering capstone projects have been running successfully since 2002 for the final 
year software engineering (SE) students of the Bachelor of Software Engineering (BSE) Program 
at Monash University, accredited by Engineers Australia and Australian Computer Society. Agile 
methods are being increasingly adopted in the industry. In this paper, we describe the objectives of 
SE capstone projects and report on how our innovative projects for supporting the software engi-
neering projects in undergraduate programs at Monash University have evolved and have been 
scaled up to support agile SE capstone projects. We detail the evolution from our early innovative 
software engineering projects in the mid 1990s that have served as catalysts for more innovation 
in the early 2000, and for scaling up agile SE projects with increasing central technical infrastruc-
ture support from the School. More recently, we have adapted our approach with a combination of 
open-source and commercial tools under academic licence for developing and deploying these pro-
jects effectively with agile distributed teams. The paper concludes with a discussion on lessons 
learnt from our innovative projects in the mid 1990s and from the evolution in scaling up to agile 
practices for the SE capstone projects from 2002-2008. 
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Introduction 
Innovation in education often works best when it is driven by academic ownership of prototype 
projects. Innovation in teaching and learning through technology is desirable as it leads to improved 
learning in students and improved collaboration between students and their teaching staff (Alexan-
der, 2008).  

Scalable tools are required to address cer-
tain technical problems in general in edu-
cational institutions and in software engi-
neering courses in particular. There must 
be a balance between innovative aca-
demic prototypes and centralised scalable 
tools that may attract better centralised 
support from the faculty technical ser-
vices group to avoid tension between 
technical services and academics. 
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Wikipedia defines ”scalability” as follows: ”In telecommunications and software engineering, scal-
ability is a desirable property of a system, a network or a process, which indicates its ability to ei-
ther handle growing amounts of work in a graceful manner, or to be readily enlarged” (Wikipedia, 
2008). 

Current students need to be trained to work as distributed teams as offshore software develop-
ment (OSD) is gaining popularity in a number of IT organisations (Petkovic, 2006). Even without 
OSD, students in the current internet age demand the facility to work on capstone team projects 
as distributed teams and able to access central server and other resources from their homes. 
Working as distributed teams from their homes enable them to simulate some of the features of 
offshore software development and practice the agile method.  

Offshore software development is a form of outsourcing which has to take on board the complex-
ity of developing software systems when the contracted consultants reside in different countries 
(Kornstadt & Sauer, 2007). OSD is becoming increasingly common in industry. Vendors such as 
IBM Rational are promoting their Jazz technology platform (www.jazz.net) as an extensible team 
collaboration platform aimed at integrating people, process and assets across software develop-
ment projects. University researchers in the U.S.A, Canada and Germany have received Jazz 
grants in 2008 to assist them with preparing student teams’ skills in managing projects which are 
distributed across geographic and institutional boundaries 
www.thetartan.org/2008/3/24/news/software).  CollabNet (www.collab.net) is a widely used col-
laborative platform (www.tigris.org) that supports globally distributed software development 
teams. Recently, Chair of SE, Prof Meyer at ETH, Zurich and his group have started offering dis-
tributed and outsourced SE projects for student teams over several universities to collaborate 
(http://se.ethz.ch/teaching/2008-H/dose). They discuss their experience with student teams in 
multi-site projects between universities as an academic approximation of a globalized software 
development as practised in the industry (Meyer & Piccioni, 2008).  

In this paper, we report on how our innovative projects for supporting the SE projects in under-
graduate programs at Monash University have evolved and have been scaled up to support agile 
SE capstone projects. We report on our work on adapting our software engineering capstone pro-
jects to distributed agile teams. Our approach has evolved from our earlier customised work with 
a project management, code management and process-oriented paradigm to a more integrated 
open source tool-based approach. 

Since 2002, BSE students at Monash University undertake a full year (2 semester) capstone pro-
ject unit where they work in teams on a large software project for a client. The clients are from 
the industry or research organisation. The objective of the final year SE capstone project is to ex-
pose the students to real-life project scenarios and current (global) SE development practices. The 
teams of 4-5 Monash final year SE students are formed at the beginning of the year.  Each team 
is assigned a new project with a Monash supervisor and an external client. The student teams are 
required to follow an agile process and work in pairs for incremental releases. The 4-5 member 
teams develop an architectural and design model and divide up their tasks taking dependency and 
subsystem interactions into consideration. They focus on program interface descriptions and learn 
the importance of such SE principles by doing. The architecture-centric component-based devel-
opment is especially important in agile projects with offshore setting (Kornstadt & Sauer, 2007). 

One of our industry clients for SE capstone projects has expanded his development practices in 
India and had wanted to institute the offshoring model for the project with Monash SE students in 
2008. This is in line with the accrediting body, Engineers Australia’s philosophy that educational 
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institutions must “get closer to industry” as part of engagement with external constituencies, be 
aware of and be responsive to industry demands for quality SE graduates. Engineers Australia is 
particularly keen on our Monash University Software Engineering (MUSE) studio project which 
assesses students’ understanding of the key areas of Software Engineering Body of Knowledge 
(SWEBOK) (Bourque, 2001). In Australia, you must graduate from an accredited engineering 
program to be assured graduate membership of Engineers Australia (EA). Assessment for ac-
creditation by EA (http://www.ieaust.org.au/membership/accreditation.html) is based on the cur-
riculum: structure and content, the teaching and learning environment and the quality assurance 
framework   

Our pedagogical approach requires student teams to learn by doing the various key areas of 
SWEBOK as part of their project as can be seen in the following sections. The team project in-
volves students in skills and knowledge acquisition through technology infusion of collaborative 
tools in a team-based project setting and through interaction with other students, team members, 
academics, professional clients and visiting/invited academics. Since it is aimed at the final year of 
the BSE program, students are more self-directed and a constructivist learning style is promoted 
via cooperative and sharing tasks with collaborative tools in developing a higher level of critical 
thinking and learning (Ramakrishnan, 2003). In the next section, we cover the objectives of the 
capstone project. In the following section, we detail the evolution from the early innovative soft-
ware engineering projects in the mid 1990s that have served as catalysts for more innovation in 
the early 2000, and for scaling up agile SE projects with increasing central technical infrastructure 
support from the School. Then we describe the agile practices that we have adopted (Braithwaite, 
2005; & Karsten, 2007), and conclude with a final section with a discussion on lessons learned 
over the past 7 years from running the SE capstone projects. 

Software Engineering (SE) Capstone Projects 
at Monash University 

In this section, we commence with the aims and objectives of the SE capstone projects and de-
scribe the role and expectations of the project supervisor(s), clients and student teams. The author 
as the lead lecturer sources suitable clients. Students form their own teams. They are given short 
descriptions of the projects and are asked to fill a preference list. Based on students’ capabilities, 
the author may veto their preference at times. Otherwise, the teams get to choose the projects 
that they want from the list of projects available. The process of development and assessment is 
described partly in SWEBOK terms and laid out in the hurdles and milestones tables (Figures 1 & 
2).  

Final year Software Engineering students are required to undertake a large software project for a 
client and work in teams. The teams are responsible for their own project management, with guid-
ance from a supervisor. The teams are expected to use proper techniques and tools that enhance 
product quality including appropriate analysis and design tools, quality reviews, appropriate soft-
ware testing and a high level of user involvement. The quality of the product is not judged solely 
on the merits of the software but also is dependent on packaging. Furthermore, documentation 
must be produced at the appropriate point in the development of the product. 

In addition to the products produced by the project, the process by which these products are pro-
duced is an important aspect of the subject. These processes relate to how/when/why certain ac-
tions are undertaken by the group. It is important for the group to observe their process with the 
aim of improving it. For example, the meeting process (group meetings, supervisor meetings and 
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client meetings etc) - the products of these meetings relate to minutes, action lists and information 
for further work. The process relates to how a project team identified and recorded information, 
how they involved all people present, why they took a certain approach to an interview and 
whether it was successful. It relates to the group reviewing not just the products but also review-
ing the process by which the product is produced. 

The project runs for two semesters, inclusive of all non-teaching periods. Students begin the pro-
ject in semester 1 and complete it at the end of semester 2 (late February to late October in total). 
Lectures/Seminars are held during teaching weeks as announced. It should be stressed that these 
are seminars and not formal lectures and hence groups and individuals are expected to actively 
participate by contributing experiences and asking questions. Since 2005, industry experts such as 
from IBM have been invited to run seminars and workshops on specific tools such as IBM Soft-
ware Architect, Rational automated testing etc. Other seminar sessions cover SE areas such as 
agile methods, CVS, SVN and other commercial and opens-source tools.  Student seminar talks, 
group presentations, incremental releases (Prototypes) and walkthroughs take place during the 
scheduled seminar time in both semesters. 

The project life-cycle is constrained by a fixed schedule for hurdle times and milestones (deliver-
ables) throughout the year. The roles of students in the project are to be determined by the project 
team at the beginning of the first semester. For example, each project is expected to assign the 
role of project manager to one of its members for the duration of at least one semester. The role 
of a project manager includes keeping track of and reporting the project status, planning, work 
allocation and time management. The project supervisor (an academic) provides advice on this but 
is not expected to manage the project. The author is in charge of this subject and has the overall 
responsibility for the subject. She supervises one of these capstone projects per year, but the re-
maining projects are allocated to other academics who form part of supervision panels during 
some of the assessments. Students are expected to deliver their software and software artefacts 
(requirements, design, test cases, code, documentation etc) according to the milestone schedule 
published on the subject web pages. After delivery, often the client may request changes. After 
consultation with the supervisor, some of those changes will be termed ”reasonable changes” 
which students must complete by an agreed time. Some changes may require balancing the task 
schedule because of resource and time constraints. Hence students are advised to track change 
requirements and approval processes thoroughly - best with a formal tracking system - to docu-
ment agreements with the client.  

Role of the Supervisor: Each group is assigned a supervisor for the whole year. They need to 
meet with the client at least once at the start of the project to form an understanding of the project 
requirements. The supervisor meets with their student project team each week during semester 1 
and 2. The role of the supervisor is to: advise and assist the work flow of the group; review the 
work produced by the group and suggest changes/improvements as necessary; detect significant 
deviations from the project scope and time estimates; provide an official high-level liaison point 
between the client and Monash University; award marks to the group and to group members; if 
appropriate, the supervisor may: attempt to manage conflict resolution between group members 
and/or the client; make suggestions about down-sizing the initial project scope and assist with 
complex negotiations with the client. However, for the most part, client liaison is the group’s re-
sponsibility. 

Agenda at Supervisor Meetings: Groups meet their supervisor on a schedule agreed on between 
themselves and the supervisor every week. Each such meeting will have at least the following 
agenda: record which students attended the meeting as well as any apologies for non-attendance; 
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review the action list from last meeting, with particular attention to the tasks that were allocated to 
each group member and discuss the progress of the project. This will include: A general discussion 
of the current state of the project; reviewing any changes to the scope as agreed with the client; 
reviewing any documents that are currently due and decide a time for the next meeting (planned 
at this stage for the same time every week). 

Role and Expectation of the Client: The client should provide the student team with a realistic pro-
ject, which can be completed in the timeframe allowed (12 hours/week per student for 2 semes-
ters of study) for the final year SE (capstone) project. The client’s role is to be available on a 
regular basis, usually once a week for students to elicit the client project’s requirement and to 
check whether the right product has been built and whether the product has been built right. 
He/she should be honest in the assessment of the student teams’ work and whether it meets 
his/her expectation/needs. The client is also required to conduct beta-testing at their site or else-
where as agreed to before and sign-off accepting the project before the project is deemed com-
pleted by the student team. It is also important for the clients to appreciate that student teams are 
expected to develop software engineering process skills, learn how to manage group dynamics, 
manage teams, conduct meetings, time management etc. The team members may also need to 
learn new technical skills. The client must remember that both process and product aspects are 
important in the capstone project for student teams to mature into practicing Software engineers 
and all this takes time. This has been explicitly included as some clients were interested mainly in 
the product delivered and were not interested in students spending time on process aspects. 

Hurdles and Milestones in SE Capstone Projects 
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Student teams are expected to meet the hurdles and milestones as published on the SE capstone 
project web page (Figures 1 & 2). Hurdles: Each fortnight, a set of progress summary documents 
must be prepared for discussion with the supervisor. The other deliverables are as set out in the 
hurdles table. In the SE capstone projects conducted by the final year student teams in a univer-
sity, couple of issues such as costs/budget and time limits associated with the project does not re-
flect reality. In our MUSE capstone projects, student teams conduct the industry client’s project 
for no payment. There is a fixed time limit of 2 semesters of study (late February - end of Octo-
ber) imposed based on the university calendar. A legal agreement is completed for each MUSE 
capstone project and simulates a commercial consultancy situation for the final year students. The 
client agrees to provide the project team with access to data and systems in order to facilitate de-
velopment of the system which forms the basis for assessment for the students. The student as-
signs to Monash University ownership of all rights in any IP arising from the project including fu-
ture copyright. The client owns the IP rights, including copyright, and grants the university a roy-
alty free perpetual licence. A revised legal agreement must be used where there is an offshoring 
component for the project as the offshoring party may be a paid consultant or another student 
team from an overseas educational institution. 

Figure 1 – Hurdles – semester 1 & 2 
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Individual SWEBOK Interview: One interview is conducted each semester. The interview is a 
formal exam. It assesses the capability of the student to apply the foundation knowledge of soft-
ware engineering. The supervisor picks one or two focussed areas randomly and the student being 
examined recaps the relevant knowledge (very briefly and to the point) and demonstrates deep 
understanding of its application to the current project. If the project team had good reasons not to 
apply the knowledge in question, the student being examined must still demonstrate understanding 
(for example by explaining possible application of this knowledge given appropriate change re-
quests etc). Students must prepare well for the interview in theory and application. The interview 
also allows the supervisor to gain a better understanding what the student has learned from doing 
the subject; how well the student worked as a member of the project team. 

Each student is assessed individually. The student is asked specific questions with respect to 
SWEBOK: software process/ product, software architecture, analysis and design meth-
ods/tools/patterns, communication with the client and the rest of the team, agile method, team 
work /environment/collaboration, conflict resolution, SE environment/testing methods and tools, 
configuration management, product quality, technical skills learned, commitment, consistency and 
quality of project work, software assets and documentation. 

The lead lecturer for the unit (the author) together with the other supervisors review the way the 
group have managed the project, taking into consideration such things as: group communication, 
interaction and cooperation, management of deadlines and timelines, and liaison with the client and 
supervisor for arriving at a Project Management mark. 

Figure 2 – Milestones – Semester 1 & 2  
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Risk List: Risk is everybody’s business. The risk list is updated by each student project team and 
distributed to the client, supervisor and coordinator. The risk list contains up to ten problems that 
the project has or may encounter in priority order (most worrying on top, least worrying on the 
bottom). Each risk is augmented by the action taken to minimise the project’s exposure to this risk. 
The risk list serves to make team members aware that risks can and should be monitored and 
managed. 

Evolution 

Innovation and Scalability with Technical Infrastructure 
Support 
Next we briefly cover an innovative software engineering education research project which was 
conducted by the author in the mid 1990s to monitor students’ software development process in an 
O-O system and to improve students’ learning (Ramakrishnan, 1995). Inspection sessions are cru-
cial for keeping a mutual shared understanding of the state of the project (Bruegge & Coyne, 
1994). Inspection process is used to track defects and can be used to arrest any common patterns 
of errors that may be arising due to misunderstanding of concepts. An important difference be-
tween the traditional software systems development and object-oriented systems development is in 
the area of project management. The recommended incremental iterative cluster based develop-
ment for O-O software systems forces the development team to move through the various phases 
of the software life-cycle during the development of a cluster. In this project, students were re-
quired to estimate the time required to complete these activities and track the actual time taken so 
that they can measure the resources spent by various members of a group and also gain apprecia-
tion of the difficulty in project cost and time estimation (Zweben, 1992). Graphs of class sizes, 
classes and methods against time were particularly relevant in this O-O scenario based develop-
ment where classes which participated in more than one scenario had to be reopened in some 
cases for adding new methods. These statistics were also used to compare various student 
groups’ performance and help in arriving at a more objective measure for their grades. An empiri-
cal method based on statistical principles of formal measurement in a software engineering setting 
(Basili, 1992) was used for the software measurement experiment. 

The experiment in this study involved fifteen student teams (in groups of three) who were required 
to follow a prescribed process for an incremental, iterative development to implement a Confer-
ence Management System. They were required to use the same high level design and produce a 
low-level design, coding and have organised inspection meetings to review the team members’ 
work, document the defects using the given defect types (Strauss & Ebenau, 1994). The test plan 
covered black-box or specification testing, program testing, white-box and integration testing. The 
inspection process was used to detect, record and correct the errors captured at various phases of 
the software life-cycle. Inspection process was used to gather statistics about the time taken to 
detect and record the errors. Testing captured the errors that went undetected during inspection. 
The emphasis of the process model prescribed for this measurement experiment was on producing 
charts of project management information, creating test plans that included Class (program) and 
integration (system) testing, and reporting various defect types found during inspection. A combi-
nation of process and product assessment (Bache & Bazzana, 1994) measurements was used in 
that experiment. The project management metrics collected during low-level design, inspection and 
testing of classes and methods were analysed using graphs. The software products were assessed 
by analysing the defects recorded according to various defect types during inspection and testing, 
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and by using the quality criteria of Boehm (Basson, Haton & Derniame, 1993, and Meyer, 1988). 
This experiment showed that O-O development can benefit from a formally organised process 
framework that cuts across the various aspects of software life cycle from planning to implemen-
tation, testing and documentation. The rate of tracking defects is an important quantifiable meas-
ure of software quality (Booch, 1994). The data collected about defects were used to measure the 
defect density in terms of the number of defects per class development. The feedback sessions 
with students were then used to discuss relationships between class sizes, complexity of a class, 
its methods, class development time and the number of defects found. These sessions were also 
used to overcome any common misunderstanding that was made visible by this detailed monitor-
ing/feedback process thereby empowering students to achieve an improvement in the quality of 
the product. This experiment showed that a team based object-oriented development will definitely 
benefit from an organised inspection process and cost less resources to develop the system. It 
demonstrated the improvements that can be gained by following a prescribed O-O process prod-
uct framework at a fine granularity by measuring the defect rates and defect types across 
OOSLC, estimation of time & effort of teams and team members.  

In summary, a repeatable process experiment was set up to assess students on their O-O project. 
The process required student teams to work on a scenario at a time and work in an incremental 
iterative style of development. The students collected data about their development process and 
the product quality using the templates given for inspection and testing. The data across the stu-
dent teams were compared using graphs to show differences visually and used in class to discuss 
bottlenecks and outliers. One of the important benefits of the introduction of a repeatable process 
in an educational context was to make the process aspects visible and available for comparison 
across student teams more objectively than it has been possible in the past. 

However, the data collection for inspection and testing process was a manual paper template 
based approach by the student teams and the data analysis was conducted by the academic using 
excel spreadsheets. Students in the web age are reluctant to use paper based data collection 
methods and prefer computer based data entry where possible. So, we developed an effective on-
line measurement system for OO Software Process, Product and Resource Tracking (Rama-
krishnan, 1996). Since that system was a customised development using technologies which is 
now dated, it is no longer used. Also, since it was a small innovative project, it could not be 
morphed and scaled up to new technologies as funding was not forthcoming for a technical 
research assistant role. However our students in 1995-1997 did benefit from these innovative 
projects. In 1998, Monash University commenced the Bachelor of Software Engineering Program and the 
first crop of BSE students graduated from Monash in Dec 2002. One of the subjects in the final 
year of BSE is a capstone software engineering project. It was run for the first time at Monash in 
2002. We have sourced about new industry projects for all our student teams since 2002 for the 
BSE capstone projects and the final year students have successfully completed these projects. We 
have developed innovative projects (Ramakrishnan, 2003, 2006; Ramakrishnan & Cambrell, 2002) 
for exciting the students to learn and effectively practice software engineering method. During 
2001-2003, we acquired funding for a dedicated Monash University software engineering (MUSE) 
lab for the capstone project students. Apart from the standard software/hardware infrastructure 
support from the School, the MUSE lab was also equipped with the latest commercial testing tools 
under academic licence. 

In 2004-2005, we developed an innovative MUSE portal to enable student teams to record the 
time spent in the various phases of the project. MUSE Portal provided services that assist team 
based collaboration, such as a task time tracker to aid in project planning and logging time. The 
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coordinator or lecturer allocated the task tracker service to each student group, and also assigned 
release dates for the project’s incremental releases. Only students in that group could access this 
instance of the task tracker. Students were required to log time against tasks that they did in the 
various phases of the project. The task tracker service tracked each student’s log and student 
groups, and the lecturer could track the project status via the Portal. The service allowed one to 
filter the information by phases, eg. list analysis phase by tasks, milestones etc. The task tracker 
service also produced student groups’ task logs as a graph, and provided a structure whereby pro-
gress in a project could be measured and monitored. In the capstone group project, a user man-
agement service was available to the academics (lecturers, coordinators and tutors) who were in 
charge of the subject. This service enabled the academic to populate the Portal with information 
about students who had enrolled in the subject. Once the Portal was populated with student en-
rolment information, students enrolled in that subject were authorised to use the related task 
tracker service. Student services were partitioned so that they could only view their project 
groups’ data. By providing targeted software services such as task tracker with appropriate ac-
cess control rights on resources required for the subject, students were able to gain experience in 
a professional /academic setting. Once the students enrolled in that subject were authorised to use 
the related task tracker service, they were able to manage, evaluate and reflect on their individual 
and group work. This improved their learning, helped in delivering better quality work on software 
engineering studio projects. 

In 2002-2005, the MUSE lab’s specific server requirements for handling team projects had to be 
supported from the funding received for these innovative projects. Since the technical services in 
the School were not adequately resourced, there was no timely support for setting up servers and 
associated tools centrally to scale up agile projects for distributed teams. 

Since 2006, we have attempted to adopt a scalable distributed team software process with tool 
support and agile method for the management, development and delivery of BSE capstone pro-
jects to the industry clients.  However, the agile software management was not consistently and 
uniformly handled by the different student teams. This has been scaled up and has improved in 
2008 because there has been very good central support from technical services in the set up of 
SVN, Trac and other resources residing on the server specifically for the capstone projects. The 
student teams in 2008 also know that incorporation of SVN/Trac as part of their agile software 
configuration management is an important part of their assessment. 

The next section commences with a summary of Agile methods followed by a discussion in detail 
how software development life cycle practised in the capstone project has evolved over the last 
seven years. 

Agile Methods  
The agile software development manifesto published by Beck et al. (2001) and other work such as 
Highsmith and Cockburn (2001) stressed agility values such as: “ individuals and interactions over 
processes and tools, working software over comprehensive documentation, customer collaboration 
over contract negotiation, and responding to change over following a plan”. They proposed 12 
principles of agile software which arise out of the prioritized agile values listed in the manifesto.  

Abrahamsson et al. (2002) and Chen et al. (2004) stated that software development method can 
be deemed as agile when the development is done in small incremental releases with customers 
and developers cooperating and working together, the method is easy to learn and is adaptable. 
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ASD (Adaptive software development), AM (Agile modeling), XP (Extreme programming), FDD 
(Feature driven development), PP (pair programming), RUP (Rational software development 
process) and Scrum are some of the agile software development methods and each of  these 
methods address the development problems from different perspective as the names suggest. 

XP (Extreme programming) evolved from issues with long development cycles in traditional soft-
ware development method, and some key principles and practices were put together to form the 
XP method (Beck, 2000).  The life cycle of XP consists of five phases: exploration (with customer 
stories); planning (with stories for next iteration, priorities and effort estimates); iterations to re-
lease (with continuous review & continuous integration of code base with pair programming in-
cluding analysis, design, planning for test & testing); productionizing with small releases with cus-
tomer approval; maintenance and death (Abrahamsson et al., 2002; Beck, 2000). Feature driven 
development (FDD) is an agile approach but focuses only on the design and development phases 
(Abrahamsson et al., 2002). 

In 2002, we proposed a middleweight process for engineering flexible and adaptable software 
(Haider, 2002).  We observed that organizations used heavyweight and traditional software proc-
ess methods such as Rational Unified Process (RUP), Catalysis, Waterfall and spiral methods. 
Such methods inhibited flexibility in software development. Agile method was seen as offering 
solution to this problem. However lightweight agile methods such as XP lacked support for plan-
ning. We compiled a middleweight process that incorporated agile notions, Kobra method and the 
component paradigm to produce flexible agile software. Kobra method embodies some of the 
principles of agile modeling (Atkinson et al., 2001).  

Rational Software Process (RUP) was not considered agile as it contained detailed guidelines for 
the process phase (Abrahamsson et al., 2002, Cohen 2004). However, more recently, the adoption 
phase has been revamped (Abrahamsson et al., 2002, Ambler, 2008) and agile modeling is used in 
RUP for business modeling, requirement definition and analysis and design phases. Agile modeling 
by Ambler focuses on 11 best practices listed in 4 categories of iterative and incremental devel-
opment, teamwork, clarity and validation. 

Ambler (2008) discusses scaling up agile approaches and looks at team size, geographical distribu-
tion, complexity of systems, compliance requirements etc. He has mapped the RUP process of 
inception, elaboration & construction, transition and production to agile terminology and practices. 
He provides detailed strategies for scaling up agile method by including the full system develop-
ment life cycle, agile model driven development and incremental independent testing. 

The term ‘scrum’ comes from a strategy used in the rugby game “to get an out-of play ball into 
the game” with teamwork (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). The scrum approach has been developed 
to manage the system development process. It includes the notions of adaptability and productiv-
ity. It focuses on how team members should operate to produce a flexible system in a changing 
environment.  It considers things such as requirements, time frame, technology and resources that 
are likely to change during the process, and requires a flexible process to be able to be responsive 
to changes. Scrum also includes management activities to identify and improve existing engineer-
ing practices, e.g. in testing. Scrum process has three phases: pre-game with planning and archi-
tecture/high-level design; development phase with sprint (agile) practices such as sprint planning 
meeting to i) decide on the goals and functionality of the next sprint with customer, product owner 
and scrum team, and ii) meeting with the scrum master and the team to look at how the incre-
mental work has been implemented; and post-game phase of integration, system testing and 
documentation. The system is developed in Sprints during the development phase. Sprints are it-
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erative cycles where incremental development of functionality occurs. The architecture and de-
sign evolves during Sprints. Each sprint includes the phases of requirement, analysis, design, evolu-
tion and delivery. Schwaber and Beedle (2002) have identified six roles in scrum process and 
practice: scrum master, scrum team, customer, management and product owner selected by 
scrum master, customer and management. Scrum provides project management framework which 
when combined with XP makes XP scalable to larger software projects.  

Practice of Distributed Team Software Process and Agile 
Method at BSE Program at Monash 
Since 2002, Monash University Software Engineering (MUSE) Studio lab is equipped to access 
commercial tools with academic licences and open source tools in SE development environments, 
methods, testing and configuration management. Student teams are required to use these SE tools 
and follow agile processes such as pair programming, collaboration, teamwork in SE process and 
product development, and testing, and for continuous integration and incremental software re-
leases. The studio is used for practical applied SE tasks and for preparing students as professional 
software engineers in the IT industry locally or as contractors in the globalized workforce. 

In 2002-2003, our emphasis was on using a tailored middle-weight process which requires students 
to devote enough effort in requirements and design models and move more to the agile method 
during implementation and testing. However, their SE product and process artefacts were not ac-
cessible uniformly in a virtual environment. 

In 2004, a service-oriented portal was built for the capstone project teams (Ramakrishnan, 2006). 
It acted as a front end for exposing services such as task tracking and project planning for these 
teams. Support infrastructure services of user authentication, role and service allocation for mem-
bers etc were managed through the portal environment. 

Since 2006, general discussion forums for the project teams are held in the Blackboard site for the 
project unit. Wiki page, google docs etc are also used by some teams. Google group was used by 
one team in 2008 for their project team discussion and email. Also, since 2006, we have adopted 
various open source tools for students’ use in the capstone projects. Student teams have used 
Trac (http://trac.edgewall.org) which is a web-based software project management and bug/issue 
tracking system. Trac also provides an interface to Subversion and an integrated wiki. In 2006, we 
moved from using CVS version control system to SVN and started migrating from the custom-
built Portal to the school’s servers and repositories for storing project and process assets as the 
Faculty restructuring resulted in some consolidation of technical infrastructure support. Also, Trac, 
SVN and other tools including commercial tools under academic licence that are used currently 
are very well suited for our capstone projects in an offshore setting. We are currently working 
with more integrated open source collaborative development platforms that support distributed 
teams and are also exploring platforms and tools that foster collaborative software development 
such as IBM Rational’s Jazz technology platform and CollabNet tools to support our requirement 
to support OSD in capstone SE projects for Monash BSE program. 

Agile Method and Software Configuration Management 
Since 2005, BSE capstone students have been using Open Source tool, Eclipse that supports agile 
methods. One of the useful features in Eclipse for XP is automatic refactoring. This enables stu-
dents to rename classes and methods easily. The student teams are able to take advantage of the 
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refactoring feature alongside the versioning tool. Since the concurrent versions system (CVS) 
does not support some of the refactorings in an XP set up, we have adopted Subversion (SVN) 
since 2006. Some of the other benefits of using SVN are: easy installation process, repositories 
viewable through a web browser, and binary files able to be version controlled using SVN’s inter-
nal binary diff methods. Also, with SVN, we have one version per commit which means that all 
the files committed together receive the same version number (Eliasson, 2005). Student team 
members find this very useful with Eclipse/Subclipse to see at a glance which files were changed 
during a commit. Some student teams use this SVN feature (one version number per commit) to 
commit files on a story basis and benefit from the traceability provided. Most teams however 
seem to prefer to split the story into tasks and commit a task at a time, thereby achieving task 
based versioning. 

In our innovative projects in 1995 (Ramakrishnan, 1995), we used Word documents and Excel 
spreadsheets to track bugs. These are inefficient and more error prone than automated issue-
tracking. Trac, an open-source automated issue-tracking system takes care of raising, managing 
and fixing issues. Trac is light-weight compared to Bugzilla which is another popular Open-source 
issue tracking solution. Trac provides seamless integration between issue and release management 
and source code repository and agile team communication approach. Trac’s wiki syntax enables 
the student teams to reference Subversion revisions, files and change-sets. So, a comment in an 
issue can link to a particular Subversion change-set (or revision number). SVN with Trac is there-
fore particularly useful for SE team projects. 

Since 2006, use of SVN has been standard practice for capstone projects. However, Trac tool has 
not used consistently by all the student teams. They were mainly using SVN for version control 
and not in the fuller context of agile software configuration management. This has also been partly 
due to the technical services not making the SVN server with Trac available to the capstone 
groups in the past years from early semester 1 in a 2 semester project. In 2008, all the student 
teams have used SVN with Trac and have reflected positively on the benefits.  

Software configuration management can be considered from 2 perspectives: 1) customer focussed 
traditional configuration activities such as: identification, control, status accounting and audit, and 
2) developer aspects of SCM such as, version control, build management, concurrency control, 
change management and release management (Asklund, 2004, & Eliasson, 2005). As can be seen 
from the hurdles and milestones prescribed for the capstone projects (Figures1 & 2), the student 
teams are expected to follow XP practices of pair programming, collective ownership of code, 
continuous integration, incremental releases and planning games. The collective ownership means 
that there is parallel work, and 2 pairs in a 4 member team may be changing the same code at the 
same time. Copy-merge work model is practised to synchronise developers. Continuous integra-
tion required the teams to integrate changes into the common working (production) code once a 
task or story is done. As part of the integration process, regression tests must be done to ensure 
that the new code did not break the system. Only then, the new code is released and integrated 
into the production code. Incremental releases are used as a vehicle for showing what has been 
produced by the team. These are demonstrated in the software prototype and walk through ses-
sions (see Figsures 1 & 2). After refactoring, unit tests must be rerun to check that the code still 
works. Student teams did not refactor much as they were worried about the increased risk for 
merge conflicts when refactoring along with other changes in a parallel fashion. 

Planning game in XP is about scheduling aspects in an XP project. The industry client provide the 
requirement stories and resources (time) and the development team estimate the teams’s time and 
risks in implementing the requirements. The game gets executed based on the game plan if parties 
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agree or some requirements get shifted to the next iteration. Since the capstone project is a soft-
ware engineering project, we are interested in not just an XP approach, but an agile software con-
figuration management (SCM) approach. This means that the traditional configuration manage-
ment aspects such as configuration identification which are not part of core XP should also be 
covered as part of SCM in capstone projects. Configuration items such as source code, stories, 
unit tests and acceptance tests are items that may change and are therefore stored in the reposi-
tory. As part of configuration control, stories in XP are prioritized and planned during the planning 
game which takes the role of change control requests in SCM. Traceability between source code 
changes and the stories is handled by version control tool, and in our case, SVN. Configuration 
status accounting is taken care of by the tracker which keeps track of stories and tasks and their 
progress status which is used by the student team and the supervisor. Configuration control and 
configuration status accounting assist the team in seeing what changes are currently implemented 
and by whom. They can offer further help to team members by including proper commit com-
ments such as what changes were made and why. 

The Scrum process is an incremental process of software development and is often used with ag-
ile software development (Schwaber, 2004). Scrum includes a number of practices and a set of 
roles. Scrum master tracks tasks and resolves any obstacles in achieving the goals set. A project 
manager is responsible for project planning, resource allocation, process, deliverables etc. In some 
organizations, a project manager gets trained for a scrum master role. The main roles in Scrum 
are the Scrum master, product owner and the team. Scrum master is similar to a project manager, 
the product owner looks after the stakeholders’ interest and the team includes the developers. 
Scrum master is responsible for the scrum process and makes sure that the team uses agile prac-
tices. The scrum has three phases: pre-game which includes planning and high-level design, mid-
game which involves sprint cycles and post-game of closure activities when the product develop-
ment has been completed and the product is released. A scrum sprint cycle is normally an iterative 
cycle of 1-4 weeks. The product is developed in a series of iterations or sprints. Before a sprint is 
started, a planning meeting is held to decide on the features to be implemented in that sprint. The 
sprint has four steps of: developing the product (implement, test & document), wrapping the work 
for integration, reviewing the work in this sprint, and adjusting for changes in the plans or require-
ments. In a sprint cycle, Scrum master holds a 15 minute planning meeting each day to ask 3 
questions about accomplishments since the last meeting, to be accomplished by the next meeting 
and any obstacles in reaching the goal. Then the development is carried out. A sprint is closed 
with a review meeting where the new functionality and progress made since the last sprint is 
demonstrated. The sprint cycle is repeated until the development is finished. A product backlog 
and a sprint backlog are also parts of the sprint cycle, and contain a prioritized list of features re-
quested by the customer, and features to be done in the current sprint respectively.  

The scrum process has been adapted in the capstone projects to fit within the constraints imposed 
by the academic environment. For example, students have other subjects that they are studying as 
well as part of the final year, and they do not meet face-to-face every day with the academic of 
this unit or with their team members. In the capstone projects, the author (as the lead academic 
for the subject) has taken the role of the scrum master in the first semester and held 15 minute 
planning meeting once a week during the lecture/seminar session. Once the student teams have 
released the first iteration of their project (sprint cycle), the project team leader in the student 
teams take on both the scrum master and project manager role. A prototype demo in week 5 of 
each semester is followed by a walk through and demo in week 10 of each semester (see Figures 
1 & 2). These correspond to the incremental releases and sprint cycles (5 week iteration) in the 
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capstone project. We use both the traditional names and the agile terminologies to make sure that 
the students are familiar with both. 

Conclusions 
As described in an earlier section, the author set up a software engineering measurement experi-
ment in 1995 where 15 student teams (in groups of 3) were required to follow a prescribed proc-
ess for an incremental, iterative development for an O-O system.  

The objective of the project was to improve the quality of the process and product by measuring 
the activities of a scenario based development of an O-O system by various teams. As part of the 
experiment, students were given a plan of activities to follow so that product quality improvements 
can be made in the context of a clear process model. Student teams received procedures to be 
followed in an inspection process with template documents of inspection meeting notices, defect 
analysis, summary and management report. Regular inspection meetings were held by the teams 
where defects found were recorded based on various categories and graphs produced to show the 
time spent versus defects found during inspection and also during testing. Graphs to show class 
size versus time and the number of methods developed versus time were also produced.  

Even with one experiment, it was possible to detect some trends. The whole experiment rested on 
students’ cooperation. One group who had not had regular inspection meetings owing to time table 
clashes and other constraints of the team members had relied on testing alone to detect errors. 
Their work was of a lower quality and compared to other teams, they had used more development 
time. The scenario based approach is an incremental iterative approach in system development 
and a collaborative team project requires the team members to have a shared understanding of the 
system. The experiment showed that a team based O-O development will benefit from an organ-
ised inspection process and cost fewer resources to develop the system. We had a very positive 
response from the teams during formal student evaluation report for the subject. 

The lessons learnt from this experiment are relevant also in the agile context. Even with tool sup-
port for recording defects etc, the teams need to communicate and collaborate effectively for 
common code ownership and other development and configuration related activities. As we have 
seen in earlier sections, agile method with tool support is necessary to sustain and scale up the 
software process for distributed teams. 

Next, we provide a subjective evaluation for the Software Engineering capstone projects under-
taken from the supervisor and students’ perspective over the past seven years. In 2002-2003, we 
introduced a middle weight process that student groups followed in their full year SE Capstone 
project. Capstone projects in 2002 were aimed at supporting XP SE practices, such as pair pro-
gramming, collaboration, teamwork in SE process & product development & testing and continual 
integration and incremental software releases (Fowler, 2000). Also, using IEEE Standard, IEEE 
1074 (IEEE, 1998) or Team Software Process (Humphrey, 2000) for the Capstone project would 
have required our student groups to follow a heavy-weight disciplined process. Pure extreme pro-
gramming (Beck, 2000) was seen as light weight and without a disciplined process, capstone pro-
jects could have deteriorated to ad hoc development. So, the emphasis in 2002 was on using a tai-
lored middle-weight process which required students to devote enough effort in requirements and 
design models and move more to the agile method with automated unit testing and version control 
during implementation. Introducing a process culture and matching the process weight to the stu-
dent groups’ abilities and tolerance level was seen as important to successful outcomes in cap-
stone projects. By monitoring and recording problems/successes with the process used in 2002, it 
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was found that some of the process tracking needed to be tightened to ensure that the student 
teams manage their time better in the project. 

In 2004, an enhanced MUSE Studio Lab was created with more hardware/software resources 
and a service-oriented portal for student teams to record the time spent in the various phases of 
their team project. Prior to this Portal service, students kept track of their project tasks as there 
was no online central repository set up for the teams. Also, since the academic was not able to 
track the teams’ tasks online, there was a time lag in managing this process. During 2004-2005, 
the task tracker service provided by the Portal streamlined and improved data collection, reporting 
and sharing of project life cycle information. This ability to monitor and share detailed project 
status information enabled student teams to manage their project resources more effectively. For 
example, they were able to monitor tasks on-line, see which are slipping from the schedule, and 
thus allocate appropriate resources to ensure its completion. Since it is an e-service, the lec-
turer/academic was able to keep track of student teams on-line and offer appropriate advice as 
needed. Other services such as file management, CVS etc were also available on the Portal 
server as project team accessible assets.  

However, collaboration features such as issues, bug tracking and revision control were not avail-
able as integrated portal services. Also, the lecturer/supervisor had to do the set up each year and 
populate the Portal with information about students who had enrolled in the subject. Once the Por-
tal was populated with student enrolment information, students enrolled in that subject were 
authorised to use the related task tracker service. The MUSE servers had to be managed by the 
academic.  

Since the University and our Faculty of IT started using WebCT and now Blackboard (2006-
current), student enrolment information in a subject is captured by central IT service department 
and no longer need to be done by the academic. Also, since the beginning of 2008, the school’s 
technical services have been resourced to assist with the provision of servers and necessary tools 
such as SVN, Trac etc. for the MUSE capstone projects, the agile software configuration are able 
to be managed consistently across the various teams. 

We have shown a continually improving, aligned quality product and process in place for the SE 
capstone projects. Our students have always rated the MUSE Studio project very highly as they 
are given the opportunity to practice the SE skills they learn in the four years of study on a team-
based project for an industry client. They also often get to learn new technology in implementing 
the solution in a real-world setting. This kind of collaborative industry relevant project in the final 
year of SE education addresses some of the concerns of Computer Science education expressed 
by some academics (Arora & Chazelle, 2005; Narasimhan, 2006). 

In conclusion, we have described an evolution of how the capstone projects have been able to 
grow the agile process with focus moving from XP/pair programming, automated testing and in-
cremental releases in 2002-2003 to task tracking and CVS/version control as well in 2004-2005, 
and on to a more integrated approach with tools support including SVN/Trac in 2006-2008 for ag-
ile software configuration management as well. 
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